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This REVIEW presents the significance of nanotechnology as a new tool in textile printing to introduce multifunctional properties. Nanostructures, such as nano-fibers, nano-coatings, nano-finishing and nano-composites, have potentially revolutionized the textile manufacturing industry with high performance characteristics, such as electrically conductivity, self-cleaning, hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity, flame-retardant, antimicrobial properties and ultraviolet protection, as well as improving their printing performance, without changing the bulk properties of the coated fabrics. There are various techniques have been applied to explore the properties of the coated fabric surface, including scanning electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD), Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and scanning probe microscopy (SPM).

Introduction

Nanotechnology is defined as the generation of practical nano-scaled materials and devices and exploitation of modern phenomenon and characteristics (physical, chemical and biological at that size scale\(^1\). It has been caught large observation in the textile field and mostly focused on the application of nanomaterials in the production of structures of nanoparticles during manufacturing, coating and finishing\(^3\). Recent articles are interested in the development and possible applications of nanotechnology in textile field for improving their multifunctional, nanofibers, smart nanocomposite fibers and new nanofinishing textiles\(^4\). The application of nanotechnology in textile produced antibacterial properties (self-cleaning, flame resistant, super hydrophobic and insect repellent to prevent disease, electrical conductivity\(^5\), and ultraviolet light protection. Microscopy analysis is an important apparatus in nanotechnology, which has been broadly used for the examination of particle dimension, the symmetry of nanocomposite coatings and size distribution. Besides, it can, also, be used to appear the thickness of the applied nanolayer, the properties of the surface, and the 3D morphology of the surfaces. Some of these microscopy analysis are Scanning Microscope SEM, Transmission Electron Microscope TEM, Atomic Force Microscope AFM and X-Ray Diffraction XRD.

Methods for deposition of nanoparticles on textiles fabric

Sol gels technique

In the early 1960s, sol-gel processes appeared and were subsequently development for the requisite new methods for preparing nuclear reactions. This development began to become popular around 1984 and reached its magnificence in 2011\(^6\). In recent years it has become a sol-gel technology of the most important processes in the textile industry due to many reasons; cheaper, less chemicals consumption, more interactive, and giving the characteristics of the new functionality textiles with high durability\(^7\). Sol-gel is, also producing a highly purified matter formed like ultra-thin film coating, powders, filaments, and self-confirming of bulk configurations\(^8\). The process of sol-gel can be described as a network formation of oxides through multiple condensations of the particular precursors in liquid\(^9\).
A sol is an established diffusion of colloidal molecules or polymers in solvent where, molecules could be crystalline or amorphous. The aerosol is molecules in a gas phase, while Sol is molecules in a liquid. A gel is consisting of molecules in the form of the three-dimensional incessant network, which consists of a liquid phase in a colloidal gel. The polymer complex is constructed from the accumulation of colloidal particles. In general, the molecules may interact by the forces of sol van der or hydrogen bonds. A colloidal suspension is required to form a network, a compound consisting of a metal or metalloid element such as silicon alkoxides [Si(OR)₄] which surrounded by various ligands. Where metal oxides contain reactive oxide groups (–OR), which easily react with water in the hydrolysis reaction in the presence of a metal catalyst. where the oxide group changed with the hydroxyl group (-OH), which are produced during the reaction of condensation to form metalloxane linkage (M - O - M).

**TABLE I. Functions of Nano textiles depended on the Nanomaterial used 8, 9.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties of nanotextiles</th>
<th>Nanomaterial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electro-conductive/antistatic</td>
<td>Carbon black, Carbon nanotubes (CNT) Copper, Polypyrrol, Polyaniiline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased durability</td>
<td>Aluminum oxide, CNT, Polybutyl acrylate, Silicon dioxide, Zinc oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antimicrobial</td>
<td>Silver, Chitosan, Silicon dioxide, Zinc oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-cleaning/dirt and water repellent</td>
<td>CNT, Fluoroacrylate, Silicon dioxide Titanium dioxide (anatase)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moisture-absorbent</td>
<td>Titanium dioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved dyeability</td>
<td>Carbon black, Nanoporous hydrocarbon-nitrogen coating, Silicon dioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV protection, protection from fading</td>
<td>Titanium dioxide (rutile), Zinc oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire resistance</td>
<td>CNT, Borosiloxane, Montmorillonite (nanoscale clay), Antimony ash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrasion resistance</td>
<td>CNT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Sol-gel procedure mechanism.
These types of reaction continue to construct a network polymer containing a large number of minerals with a three-dimensional structure through the polymerization process. The complex properties of the gel-liquid solution are attach to some factors that influence the amount of hydrolysis and condensation reactions, such as temperature, reaction time, pH, reagent concentrations, catalyst concentration, aging temperature and time. A pad-dry-cure method is considered an application of a sol–gel technique in the biochemical finishing of textile industry, which consists of the immersion of textile fibers in the sol solution and then the fiber is dried and curried under suitable conditions where, during drying and curing process, the nano polymer film is formed on the fiber surface.

Recently, the potential of the process of sol-gel compounds in the formation of nanoscale materials and the organization of nanoparticles without a breakdown of their structure or function properties have given interesting results in different applications. The possible applications of sol-gel in the textile fabric as UV protection, antibacterial activity, flame retardant, self-cleaning... etc. To produce an efficient UV protection fabric, it has to include high ultraviolet protection factor (UPF) at 300–320 nm. Fig. 6 clears the procedure of UV protection for treated textile fabrics by nanosol-gel where, the nanosol-gel process does as UV protection by scattering, reflection and absorption, mechanisms.

The cotton fabric treated with the ZnO nanosol-gel gave good UV blocking whereas after 50 cycles washing–dried. This clears that the sol-gel coating has excellent adhesion surface of the textile. Berendjchi et al. Using silica sol gel loaded with copper (Cu) nanoparticles to manufacture the surface of cotton fabric has antibacterial properties. The decomposition of tetraethyl orthosilicate and condensation in the water to achieve nanoparticles colloidal silica at room temperature. Treatment samples showed excellent anti-bacterial properties due to deposits of copper nanoparticles on nano-silica particles where, the antibacterial properties of nanoparticles of metal has a strong association with their sizes.

Recently, there’s growing regard for the utilization of sol-gel nanocomposites as flame-retardants due to the characteristic gains of performance and therefore the excellent coating than the normal methods. It provides a simple and suitable way for the synthesis of advanced materials which applying them to get the flame-retardants free from halogen. and therefore the study of flame-retardant for poly-Acrylonitrile (PAN) fabric based on the hybrid compound which containing phosphorus acid by using a sol-gel process.

The results showed that, the action of phosphorus include flame retardants is identified as “condensed phase” process where the orthophosphoric acid create from thermal decomposition will produce more residual impurities and fewer flammable by-products and stop the propagation of the fiber.
Fig. 3. Ultraviolet protection mechanism of nanosol-treated fabric.

Fig. 4. Antibacterial mechanism of nanosol gel treated fabric where, (1) bacterial attack, (2) bacterial linkage and metal ions deposition, (3) bacterial decease.

Fig. 5. Fire-retardant mechanism of nanosol-treated fabric.
Self-cleaning has shown the photocatalytic action of a matter, which uses light (photo) to initiate a matter that changes the speed of a chemical action without being involved by itself (catalysis) [32]. The self-cleaning procedure is showed in Fig. 6, within the attendance of sunshine and humidity within the air, the active oxygen is created on the surface of the material coated with the nanoparticle and when the organic compounds get contact with the active oxygen, it’s oxidized and decays into harmless carbonic acid gas and vapour $^{29}$. Photocatalytic self-cleaning materials contain CdS, SnO$_2$, ZnO, and TiO$_2$. The last metal oxide is most preferred from these matter because of its properties as chemical stability, low cost, non-toxicity, durability contrast to corrosion $^{30}$.

Ibahim et al. $^{31}$, Improve the printability and functionality of linen / cotton fabric by combining nanomaterials such as titanium dioxide (TiO$_2$ -NPs), zirconium oxide (ZrO$_2$ -NPs), zinc oxide (ZnO - NPs) and silver (Ag- NPs) in a solvent-free pigment printing paste. This process occurs in one step. The improved functions of anti-bacteria in linen / cotton fabric and also keep track of the order of TiO$_2$-NPs> ZrO$_2$-NPs> ZnO-NPs> Ag-NPs without changing other parameters. But the UV protection ability of print fabrics followed the order: ZnO-NPs> TiO$_2$-NPs> ZrO$_2$-NPs≥ Ag- NPs NPs≥ none unprinted.

The values of K/S and fastness properties of printed fabrics are controlled by kind of pigment colorant and binding agent as well as the type of nanomaterials additive. New characteristics acquired with the depth of dyed prints obtained are stable and durable, the direction of repeated washing (20 cycles). Thus highly effective durable antibacterial and anti-UV protection and high color strength linen/cotton prints can be produced with a fairly simple product. The developed pigment printing method has industrial potential.

When using chitosan (10 g / kg), triclosan derivative (20 g / kg), choline chloride (15 g / kg), HBPAA / ZnO-NP or HBPAA / Ag-NP hybrid (20 g / kg) with the printing paste for printing cotton fabrics and using the microwave to fixed color at 386 W for 5 min. Higher color strength values and improvement of antibacterial activities are achieved. the proportions of enhancement in the printability and antibacterial effect for cotton fabric is subject to performance according to the kind of antibacterial auxiliary and its concentration, kind of binding and coloring agent. It is found that the printing samples have the excellent antibacterial activity with higher color strength and soft handle for 20 washing cycles$^{32}$.

Fig. 6. Self-cleaning mechanism of of cotton fabric treated with titania nanosols.
Magnetron Sputter Coating

The magnetron sputtering is one in every physical vapor deposition (PVD) methods which might deposited nanometal or nanometal oxide membrane on the surface materials of textiles fabric through selecting the acceptable sputtering process.\textsuperscript{33, 34} Magnetron sputtering operations have the advantages of controlling the thickness of the membrane which has low temperature, high speed, proper adhesion, a high purity, easy operation, and environmental friendliness\textsuperscript{35, 36}.

Magnetron sputtering deposition is a vacuum technique that applied high power via low-pressure gas to form active gas particles. Through the process coating, the gas particles interactive with object and cause the transmission of atoms from the object to the materials\textsuperscript{37, 38}.

Some of the sputtering attack materials as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metals</th>
<th>Cu, Ti, Ag, Al, W, Ni, Sn, Pt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Metals</td>
<td>Si, graphite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal oxides</td>
<td>TiO\textsubscript{2}, Fe\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}, ZnO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Metal oxide</td>
<td>SiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The textile fabrics coated with metal or metal oxide by using magnetron sputter technique to gain them new different properties like anti-static, ultraviolet resistance, antibacterial, gas sensitivity, electrical conductivity, electromagnetic shielding and improve the fastness properties of dyeing and printing fabric\textsuperscript{39, 40}.

Magnetron-sputtering device is used in the deposition of Ag / TiO\textsubscript{2} nanocomposite on the surface of polyester fabric. The produced surfaces are one golden yellow and the other yellow, Fig. 8. The difference in their colors is depending on the thickness of TiO\textsubscript{2} (60 nm and 62 nm) in Ag / TiO\textsubscript{2} composite films. The created coated fabrics membrane Ag / TiO\textsubscript{2} has resistance to static electricity and the characteristics of anti-bacterial properties, and the anti-property UV better than the untreated polyester fabrics\textsuperscript{41}.

To improve the electrical conductivity and electromagnetic shielding properties for cotton fabric,\textsuperscript{34} it was coated with polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), and then, Ti or Cu was sputtered and deposited on the cotton surface.\textsuperscript{34} Fig. 9 shows the formation of the PVA membrane on the surface of cotton fabric by padding and a sputtering method\textsuperscript{42}.

Layer-By-Layer (LBL) technique

Layer-By-Layer (LBL) methods are used for the synthesis of a thin membrane, most of which are the organic structures that include functional groups, and are created to modify the surface properties of many materials. This technique is considered another method for manufacturing nanolayers depended on the concept of self-assembled nanolayers\textsuperscript{43}.

The principle of LBL technology consists of
the deposition of layers of the opposite charged electrolyte, which interact with each other due to the electrostatic forces. This leads to the modification of multi-component molecular assemblies and control of molecular structure with a large percentage of thickness control. In the LBL method, the adsorption treatment is followed by a rinsing stage to remove any contamination with the next adsorption solution. The outer layer of a polyelectrolyte can now adsorb an opposite layer. The nanolayer structure and its thickness may be affected by some factors such as electrolyte concentration, adsorption time, ionic strength, and temperature, rinsing and drying time. This technology uses built-in nano-materials in a composite nanoscale, thin composition on the surface of the fabric has been getting many functional groups of fabrics.

Fig. 8. Color strength of polyester fabrics coated with Ag/TiO2 particles (a) prepared with thickness of TiO2 (60 nm) (b) prepared with thickness of TiO2 (62 nm) by using magnetron sputtering.

Fig. 9. Diagram show the formation of PVA film on cotton fabric by padding and sputtering.

Fig. 10. Layer-by-layer assembly for fabrication of thick polymeric clothing and its application in printing textiles.
In LBL processes, cationic places are generally created on the treated surface fabric and used in the deposition of nanoparticles. On cationic cotton, the 2, 3-epoxy propyl tri-methyl ammonium chloride (EP3MAC) are react with hydroxyl groups in cotton fabric to form cationic group on the surface fabric. In the deposition process, the cationized surface of cotton fabric was immersed respectively in (a) anionic ZnO solution, (b) deionized water, (c) cationic ZnO solution, (d) deionized water to result a textile has the ability to resist bacteria and protection from UV.

The LBL method has a great role in the K/S improvement. It is applied for the nonwoven polyamide fabric where, the deposition of direct red dye and poly (diallyl di-methyl ammonium chloride) (PDADMAC) on the fabric is carried out, giving improved color strength results. It was found that the increase of K/S at 510 nm is increased linearly with the number of layers, while any additional increase in PDADMAC concentration led to a decline in the value of K/S. Besides, the LBL method is also improving the color fastness properties for dyed silk fibers using natural dye by depositing alternate layers of poly (ammonium chloride Dithil) and polyethylene (Slfatunat styrene) (PSS) (up to 30 layers). Then, examine the surface structure using ATR FTIR and observe the exhaustion dyed silk fibers by using UV ultraviolet spectroscopy.

Nanomaterial embedded textile

The nanomaterials have to be compelled to be mounted against laundry, it should be inserted to preserve the great value and practicality of the textiles product. These additionally, prevent the discharge of the potential risks of nanomaterials on human health and also the surroundings.

Therefore three totally different techniques are projected to embedding particles on the fiber compound matrix to convey a superior with nice benefits of textile materials.

The 1st Technique: a cross-linking agent is employed to capture nanocomposites. Cross linkable polymers like binders and chitosan are approached for this objective. Mabrouk et al could successfully prepared polyurethane acrylate (PUA) and using as binder to improvement printability of silk fabric. This binder was used with TiO2 nanoparticles in preparing an ink which could be used in printing pastes for coloring silk material and improving its wrinkle resistance properties, UV-protection and anti-bacterial activity. Increasing he TiO2 nanoparticles concentration affected the increase of K/S of the printed silk fabric where TiO2 nanoparticles catalysis the speed of polymerization reaction of the binder during the unsaturated reaction, leading to extra pigment fixation which in-turn increases the color strength.

The 2nd Technique: Associate in nursing in situ synthesis of nanoparticles on the fabric so on extend the stableness of nanoparticles has been used as an alternate methodology of fixation. In situ synthesis of silver nanoparticles in boiling purpose controlled to stabilized nanoparticles on the cotton material. Wherever, the synthesis method within the boiling temperature light-emitting diode to the swelling of the fiber molecular chain then assumed that the nanoparticles are measure designed and permeate the material structure and stayed there when treatment. During this approach, has been found that the antibacterial efficiency and durability of cotton materials were improved.

![Fig. 11. Schematic representation of various step of development of silver nanoparticles.](image-url)
The 3rd Technique: includes nanoparticles embedding within the fiber chemical compound matrix using carboxyl acid, a replacement methodology with noticeable benefits. Silver nanoparticles are stabilized on the material by using polysiloxan as a linker to accumulate the textile surface several properties like softness, flexibility. Moreover, binders are using to enhance the stability of silver nanoparticles and ZnO on the surface of textiles materials.

**Plasma Nano coating**

Textile conventional wet-chemical processing techniques are very essential for textile industries field, and according to environmental regulations, they caused prolusion and are considered harmful for many reasons. Plasma treatment technology has attracted more attention in the textile industry and sounds to be great alternative to these conventional wet-chemical techniques. As a new technology, in recent years, it has many advantages; a relatively simple process that is clean, solvent-free, time saving, and environmentally friendly. Moreover, plasma treatments is a physical surface technique that offers the possibility to obtain typical textile finishing without changing the bulk textile properties and plasma can be used for ablation and deposition processes. Ablation enables a complete cleaning of textiles from manufacturing residuals, while, deposition can be controlled in the nanometer range to achieve new functionalities. The efficiency of plasma treatment depends on many factors such as the nature of the substrate and the treatment operating conditions; discharge power, plasma gas type, exposure time and device of plasma used. However, the application of plasma technology to different kinds of textile materials is not fully exploited. Textiles with functional coatings are required for the manufacture of sports and recreational clothing, protective clothing, barrier textiles, medical or hygiene textiles or for membrane in the context of textile architecture.

**Plasma Basics and Fundamentals**

**Definition**

Plasma is a group of different charges negative and positive which behave collectively. The charges Coulomb’s forces influence the forces applied externally and control the effects of collisions between charges themselves and any present neutral gas. One of the main results, is the plasma ability to detect local density disturbances and form a sheath area between the plasma and the adhered surfaces.

**Generation**

Plasma is formed by applying energy to the gas to reorganize the electronic structure of atoms and molecules species and the production of ion species. The applying energy can be transportable radiation or electromagnetic current, or thermal energy. All these sorts of energy are moving under electromagnetic fields. In case of passing textile substrates within plasma, various processes are carried out; breaking the links forming active sites, creating new functional groups, disintegration of contaminants/surface layers (etching/Ablation) and deposition of corresponding coating.

---

*Fig. 12. Fundamental of plasma*
Classification

Plasma could be classified into thermal and cold plasmas depending on plasma temperature. In thermal plasma or hot plasma, all components are in equilibrium, i.e., temperatures of electrons and different particles are too high whether charged or neutral, that is close to the maximum ionization (approximately 100%)\textsuperscript{63, 64}. Thermal plasmas includes electrical arcs, plasma jets, and thermonuclear reaction-generated plasma. Non-thermal plasmas (Cold) are corona discharge, low-pressure direct current (DC), discharges from fluorescent (neon) enlightening tubes, radio frequency (RF) discharges (silent discharges), and dielectric barrier discharge (DBD)\textsuperscript{65}.

Using of plasma treatment in textiles field

Principles of plasma process

Great chemical and physical transformations were occurred for textile materials by plasma treatments. These transformations include chemical and structural changes of surface layers and their physical properties\textsuperscript{66, 67}. During plasma treatments, electron collisions and photochemical processes cause molecules disassociating and formation of high density of free radicals. These lead to chemical bonds disruption within the fiber polymer surface, ending up with the creation of recent chemical groups. The surface activated and its topography area are affected as well as the specific surface area of fibers is significantly enlarged. New functional groups like —OH,— C=O, —COOH are produced and influencing the fabric wettability in addition to facilitate graft polymerization. Plasma can bring several effects to substrates, such as surface fine cleaning, activation and etching of fabric surface, cross-linking and coating deposition that depending on the plasma mode and the process gases used\textsuperscript{68, 69}.

![Fig. 13. Different plasma categories](image-url)
Active Plasma Species Interaction with Textile Surface:

Plasma treatment aims to introduce new functional groups to the textile surfaces and change their chemical compositions without influencing the bulk properties of fabrics. The surface treatments usually occur in a depth of few hundred astronomy. Plasma leads to the formation of charged particles e.g. ions and electrons. Moreover, atoms/ molecules, met stables and free radicals are presenting in the active plasma region, as well as photons (due to the UV light generated). All these particles interact differently with the substrate, resulting in a many of various surface processes. Plasma process will alteration hydrophobic surface to hydrophilic and contrariwise, addicted to the gas / chemical compound kind used in generating plasma. It can also, improve the wettability or water repellency, depending on whether, the chemicals have been converted/ rounded or shifted on the surface of the textiles.

Plasma cleaning and etching

Plasma surface etching is a category of plasma action applied to increase the surface area of substance on the microscopic measurement. The surface of the element is more rough with a reactive process gas.

During materials production, they can be showing to a number of contaminants; solvents, grease and components of volatile substances, etc. These contaminants will be absorbed and accumulated on the surface of materials with time, leading to a surface change and non-proliferation with low likely performance of the product. The prolonged exposure of the plasma will not only lead to the removal of pollution has intensified, but also will lead to the drilling of the upper layers of the matter surface dependent on the density & hardness of the exposed material. As for the bio-medical textiles which are made in most cases of a relatively soft material, it cannot supervise the impact of drilling and will present certain roughness nanoscale on the surface of the fiber.

Cotton fabric was treated by DBD atmospheric plasma using air and oxygen at various discharge powers for different periods of time and the printed treated fabrics were gained high K/S values. Oxygen plasma treatment is more effective than air plasma treatment on the surface etching of cotton giving higher K/S compared to air plasma where it depends more on the oxygen component of the air than on the nitrogen component, which supports an oxidative mechanism of attack of cotton. Generally speaking, possible contributory factors leading to the increase in color strength for air and oxygen plasma treated cotton are owing to the chemical changes of cotton surface due to the oxidative attack on the cellulose forming both carbonyl and carboxyl groups in the fiber. Besides that, the probability of free radicals on the celluloses chains of cotton via oxygen and air plasma treatment.

Fig. 14. Principle of plasma treatment.
Activated plasma or perform may be a way to modify the surface of materials. Employing a plasma treatment is improves adhesion properties of the surface of the various materials together with metal, glass, ceramics and a decent vary of polymers, textiles and even natural materials like wood and seeds. The plasma perform conjointly indicates the introduction of purposeful group to the surface of exposed materials [75]. Plasma process achieved among the activated surface of matter by combination of reduction of metal oxides, ultra-fine surface cleansing from organic contaminants, and modification of the surface topography and deposition of purposeful chemical group [84]. Sure, there are measure alternative strategies instead of plasma activation that may generate new functional group to a surface, however since its non-metaphorical and chemical-free; it ensures that the foremost sensitive structures are measure preserved [85].

The influence of air plasma exposure time and discharge power on the relative color strength (K/S) of polyester prints were studied. The results cause a good most worth of improvement within the color strength compared to the untreated polyester prints. The big distinction in color strength values before and when plasma treatment powerfully indicates that plasma causes a crucial amendment to polyester material wherever, it creates several reactive species like free radicals and forms new polar group that created the polyester material a lot of accessible to water and dye molecules. Thus, it improved the wettability and diffusion of dye molecules that in-turn will increase the colour strength of the treated written samples [86].

Rashed et al, conjointly studied the impact of oxygen gas plasma exposure time on the color strength of the printed polyester material and it was found that, the time needed to obtain maximum results of color strength is shorter than in case of air plasma alone, which may be due to the presence of more oxygen that activate the surface more rapidly and obtain better results at shorter time.

Plasma grafting and polymerization

The non-thermal plasma has other application rather than plasma treatments such as starting radical polymerization that leads to a deposition of wide ranges of thin films. In order to improve the bonding between these thin films and biological materials, the deposition process takes place in plasma, which offers radical sites, and allows the covalent polymer in conjunction with the surface of the substrate. The polymers can deposit on the surface placing in between the two electrode. Polymerization process can occur by ionic or radical process which is initiated by plasma generated by glow discharge. Plasma is used as a methods to initiate and remain the activation during the entire reaction polymerization that leads to the development of initiation locations on both the substrate surface and the monomer. Moreover, plasma can be used for many functional groups of polymeric precursors to initiate the chain reaction. Highly cross-linked, and amorphous thin film is usually obtained by using the plasma initiation that differ from its traditional equivalent and adheres to wide range of surfaces. The amount of functionalities present in the film is highly controlled by the discharge power change [79].

Plasma-induced graft polymerization of diallyl group dimethyl salt (DADMAC), a quaternary ammonium ion salt chemical compound on 50/50
Nylon-Cotton (N/C) customary. Air pressure glow discharge plasma is utilized to induce atom chain polymerization of the DADMAC chemical compound to introduce a graft-polymerized network on the fabric with sturdy antimicrobial properties. Medicament performance is investigated victimization customary AATCC take a look at technique a hundred for each gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria 80.

Atmospheric pressure glow discharge plasma (APGD) was applied on acrylic fabric using two methodologies. The 1st, methodology was disbursed via two techniques; first, treating the acrylic cloth by plasma, printing, and so fixing by steaming, 2nd, the untreated acrylic cloth was written followed by fixation with plasma. The second methodology was treating the acrylic cloth with Plasma followed by hydroxylamine. The APGD plasma treatments of acrylic cloth caused the activation of acrylic surfaces that end up in up the acrylic cloth properties. The morphological studies for the treated acrylic cloth surface showed that treatment with plasma followed by chemical action with hydroxylamine complex made a changed acrylic cloth had the flexibleness to be written with acid and reactive dye giving higher color strength values, and sensible fastness properties. Characterization of acrylic samples once treatment could facilitate in selecting the best conditions of plasma treatment and its relation with the assorted properties of the fibers. 81.

*Plasma co-polymerization and Nano coating of textile*

The most popular technique of nanoparticles deposition on textile materials surfaces is pad-dry-cure technology 82. The influence of pad-dry-cure and exhaustion methods on adhesion activity and anti-microbial materials with anti-clotting properties, where the adhesion of fucoidan to materials’ surfaces was enhanced by oxygen plasma treatment due to the increase in roughness surface of substance. And the adhesion action, surface energy and surface polarity of polyamide 6 (PA6) fibers were enhanced by using electrical barrier discharge (DBD) in helium gas at atmospheric pressure. The DBD plasma is environmentally friendly dry technology modifies the surfaces of the fabric evenly without traditional chemical procedures 83. Active plasma processing DBD fabric surface by introducing new functional groups e.g. carboxyl and carbonyl, ether, amine and hydroxyl is depending on the used gas (such as air, helium, nitrogen or oxygen). These polar groups have the ability to increase the surface energy and therefore, exchanging the wettability of fabric. Also it can enhance the etching and cross linking, without affecting the material bulk properties 84. In addition, plasma processing for the deposition AgNPs is attractive due to the formation of roughness surface linked to chemical changes on the surface that improves installation AgNPs. The deposit AgNPs on various parts of the textile material is inaccessible mechanically by physical attraction such as Van der Walls or electrostatic forces 85.

![Fig. 17. Plasma induced graft polymerization of DADMAC on nylon/cotton (N/C) fabric.](image-url)
Self-cleaning and UV protection properties of polyester fiber were improved dramatically after adjusting fiber with oxygen plasma and loaded with TiO$_2$ by sol gel method $^{85}$. Cellulosic fabric also indicated self-cleaning functionality after plasma and RF processing TiO$_2$. TiO$_2$ deposition on textile materials is also used for a biomedical application to improve the efficiency of antimicrobial textiles $^{91}$. Utilizing radio-frequency oxygen plasma at the top of the input energy led to increasing fiber roughness as well as the adhesion of TiO$_2$ on the treated fabric.

The antimicrobial textiles are used for medical, military, sports, leisure and bending. Its efficiency will increase by increasing the surface layer of silver nanoparticles on titanium dioxide which increases the amount of particles per unit area compared with the employment of an equal part of pure silver $^{94,95}$. Nanotechnology analysis in textiles, used numerous types of silver compounds, like silver nano-particles, silver chloride (Ag Cl), composite of silver and titanium dioxide (Ag-TiO$_2$) $^{85,96,97,98}$. There are various methods for coating of silver nano-particles on synthetic and natural textiles substrates. Sol-gel and dip coating are two examples for loading different textile fabrics with nano-particles $^{86,98}$. The exhaustion method is, also, another example for nano-particles deposition on fabric surface which leads to uniform distribution of nano-particles that is especially appropriate for simultaneous application of nano-particles and fabric dyeing. An effectively dyed material with antimicrobial activity is produced at the same time $^{85}$.

In addition to any or all the benefits of plasma treatment techniques, it permits the formation of polymers, nano-particles / plasma metal during this procedure freeze nanoparticles on the location, that is feasible throughout the deposition of plasma, that provides a coating method from the 1st step cancels the requirement of dealing directly with the nano-particles [107], [108]. Moreover, by incorporating nano-particles within the compound close substance, it’s potential to decrease the number of metal materials significantly compared to chemistry techniques and therefore have a major value impact, particularly once metals area unit precious, like silver or gold, area unit taken under consideration. this system permits the management of the quantity of metal materials that area unit integrated into the paint through the changes in particle size.

**Microscopic methods for surface characterization of textiles in nanoscale**

**Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)**

Microscopic investigates are required in nanotechnology. Microscopic electron is taken into consideration one of the foremost common analysis tools that use the interaction of radiation emission of electrons with atoms of the sample to provide the exaggerated image. There are many kinds of electronic microscopes (SEM & TEM) in step with the sort of electrons to produce the image. electron microscopes are exactitude instruments that play a extremely important role inside the nano-scale
systems. It ought to be used for microscopy imaging inside the structure and composition of the nanoparticles and confirm measurements of physical properties and even the event and process of nanoscale structures [109], [110].

The SEM examinations of surface of sample by the beam of electrons so, the resulting photo contains a three-dimensional look is additionally appropriate in examining the structure of surface [111],[112],[113]. It provides the chance of direct observation of the surface morphology of textile nanocoatings and compared between untreated and nanocoated materials.[114].

Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM)

TEM is a very important technology within the textiles employed in a large range of applications. it’s the power to produce detailed information about the ultrastructure and also the examination of the interior structure 99. TEM information provides about plans to particles, and the structure of the basic shell of the particle, the crystalline nature of 99 127, and the thickness of the film, particle shape, and fiber diameter nanoparticles, and the distribution of nanoparticles through fiber nanoparticles and structure of the coating. In many types of literature, it has been investigated in the form of nano-materials, distribution and size fractions using pictures TEM 100.

Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM):

SPM is a kind of microscopic examination the surface of matter by using physical probe of matter. And also used for show the characterize topography of surface and roughness of substance, which is consider one of the key factors to determine hyper surfaces 101.

AFM is category of the SPMs that are continuously used to confirm the observations result by SEM and TEM [118], [119, 132]. AFM is a lot of a good tool to research the nanostructure of matter with high-resolution impressive image. it has been accustomed show the three-dimensional structure, nonporous, surface texture, nanocluster, and diameters of materials [120]. AFM provides access to the surface texture and should provide pictures of substance in a very non-vacuum system and additionally works in gas or liquid phase and so, it does not would like any previous coating of samples comparison with SEM.

X-ray powder diffraction XRD

X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) may be a quick and simple technique that’s mainly used for identifying the crystalline materials (e.g. minerals, inorganic compounds) and might also provide information on building block dimensions. The analyzed material under investigation should be finely ground, homogenized, and average bulk composition.102.

X-ray diffraction is predicated on constructive interference of monochromatic X-rays and a crystalline sample. These X-rays are generated by a beam tube, filtered to provide monochromatic radiation, collimated to concentrate, and directed toward the sample. Besides; the XRD are often employed in other applications like measuring the children purity of the sample, identifying both the crystalline materials and samples’ thin films characterizations. It can also identifies the finely grained minerals as clays and a mixture of their layers which cannot be easily determined optically.

Future trends

First

The field of antimicrobial textiles- using plasma technology- shows a great development up to date. Although these fabrics offer a remarkable improvement in durability but still need more deep studies on aging effects. Therefore the continuity for more studies in this line is a crucial to merchandise (sell) this technique. The rational future development must create a full integration between plasma and antimicrobial end treatment units to understand bulk production. One main demand for this future development is reducing the experimentation time through associate degree accurately study mapping the characteristics of plasma particles with the strategy parameters. It would conjointly cause the event of applied math procedure strategies, that may open new avenues to theoretical studies throughout this field 103.

Second

Functional textiles with multiple properties area unit the long run of the world textile and industry that giving new challenges and opportunities. These textiles can have numerous applications and the major one are within the field of practical wear wherever the buyer is exigent additional and additional comfort, easy-care, health & hygiene. For additional consumers’ satisfaction, they are expecting exploitation clothing- at an equivalent time- has protection against mechanical, thermal, chemical & biological attacks. Among with the new functionalities, alternative fascinating properties of finishes embody the looks, feel & sturdiness to washing. The sole thanks to meet of

these expectations is developing new, advanced & innovative technologies for finishing of textile merchandise. the longer term in textile finishing analysis is actually supported in taking of various sciences as technology, biotechnology physics & biology. By the continuity of advances and development in these areas- with no doubt- will increase the production of smart intelligent and interactive textiles for the future. 104.

Third

Non-thermal plasma technology proved a great leap in enhancing the interaction of polymeric material. Deeper basic information of plasma technology can furthermore develop analysis to attain higher management over the incorporation of assorted purposeful cracks, cell adhesion, proliferation, and differentiation. Another necessary accomplishment that ought to be complete is dominant the changed surface (thickness, chemical composition) further developing new no thermal plasma sources, like small plasmas that, definitely, can produce new prospects and push the boundaries of current surface-control. Since new plasma sources square measure perpetually being developed, it should become attainable to change polymers at air pressure in associate degree industrial scope. Plasma- support surface modification is usually performed on two-dimensional chemical compound substrates. Within the future, there will be an excellent promotion during this field analysis and therefore the no inheritable experience is going to be additional useful once applying plasma-assisted surface modification techniques to 3D porous supports. Some preliminary studies have already incontestable the relevancy of plasma technology for the surface modification of the inside of porous scaffolds, however, within the close to future, it is expected that this analysis topic can become additional and additional necessary and there will be an excellent progression. At an equivalent time, new scaffold production techniques are going to be developed and powerfully believe is anticipated in rising the success of each biosensor and bio devices as a result of the mixture of extremely porous, one hundred interconnected scaffolds with progressive plasma surface modification technology. 105.
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This review highlights the importance of nanotechnology as a new tool in textile printing to introduce multiple functions.

Nanotechnology structures, such as nanofibers, nanocoatings, and nanofinishes, have revolutionized the textile industry by improving electrical conductivity, self-cleaning, water-repellent or water-resistant, flame retardant, and antimicrobial properties, as well as enhancing printing performance without altering the properties of the coated cotton. Different SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope), TEM (Transmission Electron Microscope), AFM (Atomic Force Microscope), XRD (X-ray Diffraction), and FTIR (Fourier Transform Infrared) techniques were used to explore the coated textile surface properties.